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ABSTRACT
Bluetooth technology has been widely used in transportation studies to collect traffic data. Bluetooth
media access control (MAC) readers can be installed along roadways to collect Bluetooth-based data.
This data is commonly used tomeasure traffic performance. One of the advantages of using Bluetooth
technology to measure traffic performance is that travel time can be measured directly with a certain
level of error instead of by estimation. However, travel time outliers can commonly be observed due
to different travel mode on arterials. Since travel mode information cannot be directly obtained from
the raw Bluetooth-based data, a mathematical methodology is in need to identify travel mode. In this
study, a genetic algorithm and neural network (GANN)-based model was developed to identify travel
mode. GPS-enabled devices were used to collect ground truth travel time. In order to additionally
compare the model performance, K nearest neighbor (KNN) and support vector machine (SVM) were
also implemented. N-fold cross validation was applied to statistically assess the models’ results. Since
the model performances depend on the model inputs, seven collections of model inputs were tested
in order to achieve the best travel mode identification performance. An arterial segment with four
consecutive links and three intersectionswas selected to be the study segment. The results suggested
that correctly identifying the three travelmodes successfully every timewasnotpossible, although the
GANN based model had lowmisidentification rates. In our study, 6.12% of autos were misidentified as
bikes and 10.53% of bikes were misidentified as autos using three links.

Introduction

Bluetooth technology has been widely used in trans-
portation studies to collect traffic data (e.g., travel time
and partial Origin-destination data). Bluetooth media
access control (MAC) readers can be installed along
roadways to collect Bluetooth-based data. This data is
commonly used to measure traffic performance (e.g.,
Araghi, Christensen, Krishnan, Olesen, & Lahrmann,
2013; Barceló, Montero, Bullejos, Serch, & Carmona,
2013; Khoei, Bhaskar, & Chung, 2013; Qiao, Haghani, &
Hamedi, 2013; Aliari & Haghani, 2012; Barceló, Montero,
Marqués, & Carmona, 2010; Quayle, Koonce, DePencier,
& Bullock, 2010; Haghani et al., 2010; and Wasson,
Sturdevant, & Bullock, 2008). One of the advantages of
using Bluetooth technology to measure traffic perfor-
mance is that travel time, one of the most important
traffic performance measures, can be measured directly
instead of by estimation. It is worth noting that Bluetooth
technology only can identify Bluetooth-enabled devices
and cannot capture data from all traffic, and thus travel
time calculations have to be rendered as estimates with
a certain level of error. In recent years, the number of
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personal Bluetooth devices (e.g., laptops, smart phones
and smart watches) has grown significantly, enlarging the
size of Bluetooth-based data samples (increased penetra-
tion rate). Therefore, travel time can be more accurately
measured since the penetration rate has increased.

Bluetooth-based travel time accurately represents
ground truth on long freeway segments in most cir-
cumstances (Haghani et al., 2009). However, in urban
environments, more effort is required to use Bluetooth-
based data to measure arterial travel time. This is because
traffic on arterials is controlled by traffic signals, and
therefore, traffic conditions are more complex than on
freeways. Additionally, heterogeneous traffic is observed,
and multiple travel modes travel simultaneously, includ-
ing transit, bicyclists, and pedestrians. Several travel
time outlier detection algorithms have been developed to
clean Bluetooth-based data before use (e.g., Moghaddam,
& Hellinga, 2013(a); Van Boxel, Schneider, & Bakula,
2011; Bachmann, Roorda, Abdulhai, & Moshiri, 2013;
Porter, Kim,Magaña, Poocharoen, &Arriaga, 2013; Yang,
Wu, Marion, & Moses, 2015). In the work as stated by
Moghaddam, and Hellinga, 2013 (2013(a)), the authors
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tested several outlier detection algorithms based on autos
and buses. The work suggested that if travel modes can be
identified, then outliers can be eliminated and Bluetooth-
based travel time can be more precisely estimated.
Therefore, knowing the travel mode of Bluetooth-based
data would help practitioners and researchers develop
mode-specific travel time outlier detection algorithms
and accurately estimate mode-specific travel time.

Our study demonstrated herein is built on the previ-
ous scientific finding in terms of Bluetooth technology
and applications of Bluetooth-based data, and then iden-
tify travel mode in the context of urban environment
using Bluetooth-based data collected from the existing
Bluetooth-based hardware and software infrastructure.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: first, rele-
vant Bluetooth technology is overviewed. Next, a study
segment in Tucson, AZ, and its corresponding dataset is
presented. A genetic algorithm neural network (GANN)
based model is introduced to identify travel modes using
the Bluetooth-based data. The model performance is pre-
sented before drawing final conclusions.

Bluetooth technology overview

In contrast to conventional data sources (e.g., radar-based
traffic data and GPS-based data) and their applications
(e.g.„ Yang, An, Wu, & Xia, 2017a; Yang, An, Wu, & Xia,
2017b; Chen, Yang, Hu, & Wu, 2016; Yang & Wu, 2016;
Yang et al., 2015a; Yang, Malik, & Wu, 2014), Bluetooth
technology produces unique data sources and bring up
with technical and application-wise concerns.

Privacy concerns

Bluetooth technology has been widely used for short-
range wireless communication. For example, data can
be shared between two Bluetooth-enabled devices, and
certain devices (e.g., smart phones) can be remotely
controlled by other devices (e.g., smart watches) via
Bluetooth connections. These wireless operations require
a shared or controlled agreement between the two devices
(Bluetooth.com, 2016). These agreements are typically
unnecessary in transportation studies, because: 1) only
the Bluetooth signals broadcasted from devices that have
Bluetooth turned on are detected (Bhaskar & Chung,
2013). The detected signals are usually encrypted before
analysis. 2)No communication between the detecting and
detected devices can be established since no agreement is
initialized. 3) The MAC addresses of the detected devices
are used anonymously (e.g., Araghi et al., 2013) and
are not connected to specific individuals. Therefore, the
privacy concerns regarding detected Bluetooth-enabled
devices are not an issue.

Bluetooth-based data

Although Bluetooth-based data can be collected by many
wireless communication protocols, such as WiFi, Zig-
Bee (Zigbee.org, 2016) and radio-frequency identifica-
tion (Technovelgy.com, 2016), three primary types of
Bluetooth-based data are used in transportation studies:

� Media access control (MAC) addresses: every elec-
tronic device with a Bluetooth module built in has
a global unique identifier. Travel times are usu-
ally estimated by matching identical MAC addresses
detected at upstream and downstreamMAC readers.

� Timestamp: the time of detection for the Bluetooth-
enabled device.

� Location identifier: the location where the Bluetooth
MAC reader is installed.

The Bluetooth received signal strength indication
(RSSI) can also be used. The RSSI could be recorded
depending on the functionality and configuration of the
Bluetooth MAC readers. Bluetooth-enabled devices may
be detected multiple times by aMAC reader. The increas-
ing RSSI values indicate that Bluetooth-enabled devices
are closer to MAC readers. Therefore, travel times can be
more accurately estimated by knowing the upstream and
downstream timestamps with the greatest RSSI value. A
few studies have used the RSSI in traffic studies to estimate
or predict travel time (see, for example, Araghi et al., 2013;
and Saeedi, Park, Kim, & Porter, 2013). These authors
concluded that estimating travel times using RSSI values
may be a better representation of ground truth travel time.

Detection range

BluetoothMAC readers detect Bluetooth-enabled devices
within a certain range. Several factors influence detection
range, including the types and power gains of Bluetooth
antennas and the antenna installation position. Addition-
ally, previous studies have also shown that the Bluetooth
signal strength inside cars may be half of the normal
range due to the vehicle’s metal body (Quayle et al.,
2010), resulting in a smaller detection range. Therefore,
detection range depends on both hardware and travel
mode. This characteristic could be helpful in travel mode
determination.

Multiple detections

Bluetooth-enabled devices may be detected multiple
times within a particular detection range. However, the
specific locations of the devices remain unknown and the
location identifier is the only known spatial information.
For example, consider a Bluetooth MAC reader (named
R) installed at an intersection. The information collected
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by R includes the MAC addresses of the detected devices,
multiple timestamps for each device due to repeat detec-
tions, and the location identifier of R. The timespan of
repeat detections is also called duration. A few studies
have tried to explore the value of duration at intersec-
tions and establish the relationship between the duration
and traffic congestion (Tsubota, Bhaskar, Chung, & Bil-
lot, 2011). However, the relationship remains largely
undefined.

Limitations on bluetooth-based data applications

Most existing Bluetooth-based data applications are
focused on two areas: 1) travel time estimation and
prediction (e.g., Araghi et al., 2013; Khoei et al., 2013;
Qiao et al., 2013; Aliari & Haghani, 2012; Quayle et al.,
2010; Haghani et al., 2009; and Wasson et al., 2008). 2)
Origin-destination matrix estimation (e.g., Barceló et al.,
2013; and Barceló et al., 2010). Several researchers have
conducted work zone analysis (e.g., Haseman, Wasson, &
Bullock, 2010) or route choice analysis (e.g., Hainen et al.,
2011) based on either estimated or predicted Bluetooth
travel time. Few studies have used Bluetooth-based data
to study bike travel time (Mei, Wang, & Chen, 2012). A
recent study by Araghi, Krishnan, and Lahrmann (2016)
has used Bluetooth-based data to estimate mode-specific
travel time. The Bluetooth MAC readers have been
deployed not only in the setting of urban environment
but also on freeways. The locations of these readers
serve as the foundation of filtering gates of travel modes.
In addition, two filtrations, including travel time and
Class of Device (CoD) filtration, primarily compose the
mode-specific travel time estimation approach. Due to
the limitation of funding resources or transportation
authorities’ jurisdiction, the deployment of Bluetooth
MAC readers may be limited to a certain region. In order
to address the issue of identifying travel mode, location-
free approaches may provide a more general solution.
Unlike other traffic data sources (e.g., loop sensors or
GPS), which have been applied to various subjects,
Bluetooth-based data applications have been limited.
Therefore, Bluetooth-based data has been considered
as complementary transport data (Bhaskar & Chung,
2013). Errors, mainly caused by detection range, multi-
ple detections, and various travel modes, are common.
For example, the accuracy of travel time measurement
using Bluetooth-based data would be improved with the
increase in the distance between two Bluetooth MAC
readers (Haghani, Hamedi, Sadabadi, Young, & Tarnoff,
2010). In addition, Araghi, Olesen. Hammershøj, Krish-
nan, Tørholm Christensen, & Lahrmann (2015) used
1000 trips of both Bluetooth-based and GPS data to
examine the reliability of travel time estimation using

Bluetooth-based technology. However, travel time esti-
mation using the data from loop sensors is highly inde-
pendent on sensor locations. Many mathematical models
have been developed to estimate travel time using conven-
tional traffic sensors (e.g., Yang et al., 2016). Since GPS-
enabled devices send out geographical locations with a
certain level of offset at a certain time interval (e.g., 5, 10,
30 seconds), the accuracy of GPS-based travel time would
be primarily caused by both the accuracy of GPS locations
and built-in time interval in GPS-enabled devices.

Because of the limited applications of Bluetooth data,
Bluetooth-based data types are few in number, and three
major types of traffic data are difficult to collect with Blue-
tooth technology:

� Traffic volume information and turningmovements:
previous studies have shown that only 2.0% to 3.4%
of the total traffic volume is detected by the average
Bluetooth system (Aliari & Haghani, 2012); there-
fore accurate traffic volume cannot be estimated.

� Lane-by-lane information is practically difficulty
using Bluetooth technology with omnidirectional
antennas. Detailed lane-by-lane information is
valuable for studying driving behavior, such as lane
changing maneuvers. Lane-by-lane information is
critical for locating vehicles in a connected vehicle
environment. Additionally, Haghani et al. (2010)
concluded that Bluetooth technology was not suit-
able for facilities with managed lanes. However,
lane-by-lane information might be collected using
directional antenna.

� Travel mode information. On freeways, autos are
the primary travel mode, including passenger cars,
motorcycles, trucks, etc. However, in an urban con-
text, multiple travel modes, including autos, bikes,
and pedestrians, are mixed and share the roadway.
Since Bluetooth-enabled devices are independent
of travel mode and device privacy is protected,
travel mode information is unavailable. Our study
seeks to enable mode identification using modeling
methods.

Errors created by detection range and multiple detec-
tions are difficult to correct. Moghaddam and Hellinga
(2013b) categorized the characteristics of Bluetooth mea-
surement errors into three types: sampling error, sampling
bias, and measurement error. These errors were mainly
caused by detection range,multiple detections, and differ-
ent travelmodes. For example, without knowing the travel
mode of detected devices, estimated travel time could be
biased. Slower modes, such as pedestrians, could result
in a longer estimated travel time. A recent study quan-
tified the relationship between estimated speed errors
and arterial segment length (Haghani et al., 2010). The
authors concluded that estimated speed errors increased
with decreasing arterial segment length. However, few
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studies have developed models to mathematically correct
these errors.

Bluetooth data and study segment

Bluetooth collection system in Tucson, Arizona

With the help of the City of Tucson, the Pima Associ-
ation of Governments (PAG), and the Arizona Depart-
ment of Transportation (ADOT), a Bluetooth-based data
collection system has been developed and maintained in
the Tucson, Arizona, area since 2013. Figure 1(a) shows
the locations of Bluetooth MAC readers in the Tucson
area. TheseMAC readers were installed inside traffic con-
trol cabinets located at major intersections. Instead of
using commercial MAC readers, custom MAC readers
with 9 dbi omnidirectional antennas, Bluetooth external
adapters, andmini PCswere created. The Bluetooth chan-
nel scan time interval was programed to be 3.84 seconds
instead of the default value of 10.24 seconds in order
to more precisely record entering and exiting times for
each detector (Saeedi et al., 2013, p.92). After complet-
ing a Bluetooth scan time interval, the MAC readers sent
the detected MAC addresses back to a central computer
server located at the University of Arizona (UA) using
user datagramprotocol (UDP). Figure 1(b) shows the data
collection system architecture.

Study segment and ground truth data collection

Speedway Boulevard is one of the busiest roadways in
Tucson. Since UA is located next to Speedway and Tucson
is a bicycle-friendly city, sidewalks and exclusive bike
lanes had been built along the segment. Because of the
high volume of multiple transportation modes along the

route, Speedway between Park Avenue and Campbell
Avenue was chosen as the study segment. This segment
included four intersections, three westbound links, and
three eastbound links. Each intersection was configured
with a custom MAC reader. To identify travel modes
using Bluetooth-based data, ground truth data was col-
lected. Several components of the data collection plan are
shown below.

1) Three travel mode categories were classified,
including autos (passenger cars, motorcycles, and
trucks), bicyclists, and pedestrians. Our research
team conducted a test on whether Bluetooth sig-
nals can be stably and reliably detected from inside
transit buses, and the results showed it was nega-
tive. In addition, a preliminary study showed that
Bluetooth signals from devices in transit buses
were weak and could not be reliably detected by
theMAC readers, possibly due to themetal body of
transit buses (Quayle et al., 2010). Therefore, tran-
sit was not included in our study.

2) Table 1 shows the ground truth data collection
plan. A tripwas defined as either eastbound Speed-
way from Park to Campbell or westbound Speed-
way fromCampbell to Park. The data was split into
two parts: data used for travel mode identification
model calibration (training data) and data used for
verification (testing data).

3) The Bluetooth devices used for ground truth
collection included two Blackberry cellphones, a
Samsung cell phone, an iPhone, and an iPad. The
GPS module for each device was also enabled to
track the device’s location every second. The GPS
data was used only to estimate the MAC reader
detection ranges.

Figure . Bluetooth-based data collection system in Tucson, AZ, U.S.
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Table . Ground truth data collection (GPS enabled during data
collection).

Mode

Autos Bike Pedestrian
Date Number of trips Number of trips Number of trips

-- 
--  
--  
--  
--  
-- 

∗


-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
--  
--  
-- 
-- 

∗Five trips ended in non-through movements at the intersection with
Campbell.

4) As noted in Table 1, to account for real vehicle
behavior, some trips ended in right, left, or U-
turns at Campbell and Park, rather than contin-
uing straight on Speedway beyond the study seg-
ment.

Detection range examination

Although previous studies have determined theoretical
MAC reader detection ranges (e.g., 100–300 m (Araghi
et al., 2013) or 300 ft. (Haghani et al., 2010)), few studies
have physically examined actual MAC reader detection
ranges. Our study used both GPS and Bluetooth-based
data to examine the MAC reader detection ranges by
matching the timestamps collected from both data.
Figure 2 shows the detection ranges for each of the
three travel modes at two intersections. The red areas in
Figure 2 represent the regions where most of the tested
devices were detected. Two findings were noted: 1) most
of these detection ranges were less than 300 m (985 ft.) in
our study; 2) the detection ranges varied depending on
the intersection and travel mode. Note that the asymmet-
ric detection ranges may be caused by trees and buildings
along the Speedway Blvd.

Genetic algorithm and neural network-based
mode identification

Travel mode identification can be seen as a classification
issue (Araghi et al., 2016). Neural networks, the K-nearest
neighbor (KNN) and the support vector machine (SVM)
are three primary approaches to address classification
issues (Qiao et al., 2013, p.166; Yang et al., 2016). Our
study, therefore, used neural networks, KNN and SVM
to identify travel mode using the data demonstrated in
Table 1.

Justification for using a genetic algorithm to train a
neural network

Neural networks are widely used for data classification
and prediction because of their high accuracy. Three
common types of neural networks include feed-forward,
recurrent, and high-order.One of themost popular neural
network structures is the single hidden layer feed-forward
neural network (SHLFFNN).Many commercial and open
source software implementations of the SHLFFNN can be
found, such as the neural network toolbox in MATLAB
and the “RANN” package in R language. SCHLFFNNs
are composed of three layers in the following order: input,
hidden, and output layers. Each layer contains one or
more neurons. The neuron connections strictly follow
these rules: 1) connections are only made between two
consecutive layers, such as the input layer to the hidden
layer; or the hidden layer to the output layer. 2) Neurons
in a layer must fully connect to every single neuron in the
consecutive layer. 3) During the neural network training
procedure, only the connection weights can be updated.

With regards to the SHLFFNN, many previous stud-
ies have found that: 1) several factors may affect the
accuracy and efficiency of training SHLFFNNs, including
learning rate, number of iterations, and initial connection
weights (Michalewicz, 1996; and Koehn, 1994). 2) The
back-propagation algorithm (BP) (Rojas, 2013) is com-
monly used to train the SHLFFNNs. However, the con-
nection weight “often gets trapped in a local minimum
of the error function and is incapable of finding a global
minimum” (Yao, 1999, p. 1425). 3) Optimal combinations
of the three abovementioned training factors are typically
found by trial-and-error, making this a time consuming
experiment. 4) Not only the connection weights but also
the topology of neural networks can be updated during
the training procedure. Updating neural network topol-
ogy can improve accuracy and find near-optimal solu-
tions (Yao, 1996).

The genetic algorithm is a near-optimal search algo-
rithm commonly used for solving problems that are diffi-
cult to solve usingmathematical equations. Therefore, the
Genetic AlgorithmNeural Network (GANN) was used in
our study to obtain more accurate results through chang-
ing connection weights, topology, and to avoid the time
consuming trial-and-error approach, since 21 neural net-
works were trained. Details regarding these networks are
provided in the following section.

Genetic algorithm and neural network (GANN)

Topology in the genetic algorithm and neural network
Essentially, the neural network used in our study was
a SHLFFNN. The implementation details can be found
on the authors’ website (Yang, 2015). Based on Yao’s
(1996) suggestions, the topology of our neural network
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Figure . Detection range by three travel modes (background images from OpenStreetMap).

did not follow the strict rules listed in Section 4.1 and
was organized in a more flexible manner: 1) the three
layers were connected to each other and 2) connections
between two neurons (connectivity) were not required to
be established. Figure 3(a) shows an example of a typical
SHLFFNN topology with two neurons of input (labeled
as A and B), eight neurons of hidden layer (labeled as 1 –
8), and three neurons of output (labeled as I, II, and III).
The neurons of input only connect towards the neurons
of hidden layer, and thus 16 (2 ∗ 8) connections have to be
established between the input and hidden layer. Likewise,
a fully 24 connections have to be established between the

hidden and output layer. Figure 3(b) shows an example
of GANN topology with the same numbers of neurons in
input, hidden, and output layers. The black links represent
the connections in a typical SHLFFNN; and the blue links
represent the connections from the input to the output
layer. It is worth noting that the neuron labeled “8” in the
hidden layer can be seen as unnecessary neuron, because
the neuron does not forward the information from the
neuron B to the output layer. In this example, seven
neurons in the hidden layer may be enough to trans-
late the information from the input layer to the output
layer.
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Figure . Feed-forward GANNmodel with single hidden layer.

Connection weights and connectivity encoding
scheme in the genetic algorithm
Solutions to the connection weights and connectivity
are usually coded as string-based schema in genetic
algorithms. The string-based schema is designed to
easily operate the crossover and mutation solutions. A
sparse-matrix-based encoding scheme is proposed in
order to update the connectivity and weights. Figure 4
shows the proposed scheme. The labels (i.e. A, B, 1–8, and
I–III) in Figure 4 represent the corresponding neurons in
Figure 3(b). Each cell in the sparse-matrix-based shows
the connection between two neurons. For example,
the cell “A→1” represents the connection information
between neuron A and neuron 1. If no connections

between A and 1 are established, the value of the cell is
set as zero; while, if the connection is established, the
value of the cell would be non-zero, indicating that the
two neurons are connected with the non-zero connection
weight. An instance of a sparse matrix with connection
information (zeros and non-zeros) is a candidate opti-
mal solution for a GANN. The crossover and mutation
operations are executed on instanced sparse matrixes.

Crossover andmutation operations
The crossover and mutation operations in the proposed
genetic algorithm are used to generate new candidate
optimal solutions by switching and modifying the con-
nection information at the same position in existing two

Figure . Connectivity encoding scheme: sparse-matrix-based encoding scheme (cells in black: connections in a typical SHLFFNN; cells in
blue: connections from input layer to output layer).
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Figure . Crossover operation on two sparse matrixes.

sparse matrixes. Figure 5 shows that two new candidate
solutions are produced by applying the crossover opera-
tion on two existing solutions. In order to distinguish the
existing candidate solution 1 and 2, the cells in existing
candidate solution 2 are designed with the upward diago-
nal pattern. The uniform crossover technique was used to
implement the crossover operation. The mixing ratio was
set to be 0.5 in our study, meaning that the correspond-
ing cells in the two existing candidate solutions have 50%
chance to switch and then produce new solutions.

The mutation operation is executed after switching
corresponding cells. Since the connection information
in a cell consists of connectivity and connection weight
value, two sub-mutation operations are executed in
order, including 1) modifying connection weight values
by adding a random number sampled from a Gaussian
distributionwith (μ, σ ). The standardGaussian distribu-
tion with (μ = 0, σ = 1) was used to generate random
numbers; and 2) modifying connectivity by changing
non-zero values to zeros with a probability γ . γ was set as
0.05 in our study, indicating that established connections
between neurons had 5% chance to be disconnected.

Error calculation in GANN
The traditional SHLFFNN uses the BP algorithm to
minimize output error. Due to the requirements of the
BP algorithm, the output error is calculated based on
a single input and is reduced back to the connection

weights. Equation 1 shows the error calculation if the
activation function is based on a binary function, while
Equation 2 shows the error calculation if the activation
function is based on the Sigmoid function. Equation 3,
unlike Equations 1 and 2 which only consider the error
of a single input, calculates the error in GANN-based
models by summing up the errors of all inputs (Yao, 1996,
p. 1425). Equation 3 also serves as the fitness function in
the genetic algorithm. The objective of the genetic algo-
rithm is to minimize the error calculated from the inputs.

Erro rOi = CalculatedOi − TargetOi (1)
Erro rOi = (CalculatedOi )(1 −CalculatedOi )

×(CalculatedOi − TargetOi ). (2)

Error =
∑N

n=1
∑M

m=1
(
CalculatedOi − TargetOi

)2
N

(3)

Where: Erro rOi represents the error of the ith neuron in
the output layer;

CalculatedOi is the calculated value of the ith neuron in the
output layer;

TargetOi is the ground truth value of the ith neuron in the
output layer;

N is the number of training data samples; and
M is the number of classifications. In our studyM = 3.
Figure 6 shows the genetic algorithm flowchart used

to train the sparse-matrix encoding schema neural
network. In addition to the aforementioned uniform
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Figure . Genetic algorithm flowchart.

crossover technique and two sub-mutation operations,
a termination criterion was set as: the GANN model
stoppedwhen the best fitness in the last F iterationswas
only impved by 0.1%. F in our setting was selected to
be 100.

Population initialization and computing environment
Genetic algorithms are inherently compatible with paral-
lel computing because each solution in a population can
be individually evaluated. Our study used five desktops
with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4770 central processing units
(CPU). Each CPU is configured to be eight logic cores.
In order to ensure the five desktops unfrozen during high
tension computing, seven logic cores in a desktop were
used. 35 cores in total, therefore, were setup to perform
parallel computing. In order to leverage the computing
power to maximum usage, the population consists of 70

candidate solutions. The first-generation solutions were
initialized by assigning random numbers ranging from -
1 to 1. Each GANN-based model was well trained within
four minutes using the five internet-connected desktops.

K-Nearest neighbor and support vectormachine
models

In addition to the proposedGANNmodel for travelmode
identification, the K-nearest neighbor (KNN) and the
support vectormachine (SVM)were used in our study for
the comparison purpose. N-fold cross validationwas used
to assess these models’ performance.

K-nearest neighbor
The K-nearest neighbor is a non-parametric approach
designed for classification and regression (Altman, 1992).
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When KNN is applied for classification, the attributes
associated with an object are determined by k nearest
neighbor objects. Various distance measures are avail-
able to search for k nearest neighbors given an object.
Euclidean distance was used andKwas experimentally set
as 5 in our study after testing the range from 2 to 10 for
the selection of K.

Support vectormachine
Support vector machine has been commonly used for
classification and image recognition (Cortes & Vapnik,
1995). SVM could be seen as a high dimension version
of linear classification on an X-Y plane. In linear classifi-
cation, data can be separated by a line on a two dimension
plane. Instead of using a line, hyperplanes are applied to
handle high dimension data. Many hyperplanes may be
available to classify data; an optimal hyperplane is the one
that classifies data with largest separation. The standard
statistical package R provides the packages for KNN and
SVM models, and the relevant R built-in functions were
used in our study to classify travel mode. The Gaussian
distributions are selected as the standard kernel function
in the SVMmodel.

N-fold cross validation
Cross validation (Geisser, 1993) has been widely used to
statistically assess models’ results. Several strategies are
available to implement cross validation, such as leave-p-
out and N-fold. N-fold cross validation was used to val-
idate the three aforementioned models in our study. The
N-fold cross validation primarily consisted of two steps:
1) N partitions with equal data size were randomly gener-
ated; and 2) one out of N subsamples was kept for valida-
tion and the rest of N-1 subsamples were used to train the
threemodels. SinceN-foldwas applied, the two stepswere
repeatedN times. The averagemisidentification error and

the associated standard error can be calculated every step.
The final statistical assessment of misidentification errors
can be calculated using Equations 3 and 4. N was set to be
20 in our study.

ē = 1
N

N∑
n=1

ei (3)

Standard error =
√∑N

n=1 (ei − ē)2

N (N − 1)
(4)

Where: eiis the ith misidentification error.

Input selection

Traffic performance measures, such as travel time
and speed, can help identify travel modes. One of the
measures obtained from Bluetooth-based data is travel
time, which can then be used as the primary performance
measure to identify travel modes. For example, autos usu-
ally travel faster than both bikes and pedestrians on arteri-
als. However, travel time is dependent on the specific link,
and therefore, a single model is required to identify travel
mode on that link. Speed (normalized travel time divided
by link length) is an alternative measure that can be used
to develop link-independent mode identification models.

First-to-first (FF) and last-to-last (LL) travel time were
favored in previous studies (for example, Araghi et al.,
2013 and Saeedi et al., 2013). Since the RSSI is unavail-
able, peak-to-peak travel time (Araghi et al., 2013) was
not calculated in our study. Based on the detection range
determined in Section 3.3, the FF and LL distances for the
three travel modes are listed in Table 2. Then, the FF and
LL speeds were calculated. In order to examine whether
the detection ranges could significantly affect travel mode
identification, a baseline speed was also calculated using
the intersection-to-intersection distances.

Table . Measured distance by mode.

Autos Mode (ft) Bike Mode (ft) Pedestrian Mode (ft)

From To∗ # of Links FF LL FF LL FF LL Intersection-Intersection (ft)

  One . . . . . . .
  Two . . . . . . .
  Three . . . . . . .
  One . . . . . . .
  One . . . . . . .
  Two . . . . . . .
  Two . . . . . . .
  One . . . . . . .
  One . . . . . . .
  Three . . . . . . .
  Two . . . . . . .
  One . . . . . . .

∗: Speedway Blvd. & Park Ave.
: Speedway Blvd. & Mountain Ave.
: Speedway Blvd. & Cherry Ave.
: Speedway Blvd. & Campbell Ave.
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Table . Input selection candidates scenarios.

Input

Scenario Name Input Parameters Number of Inputs

Scenario  FF speeds using measured distances for the three travel modes 
Scenario  FF speed using intersection-to-intersection length 
Scenario  LL speeds by the three travel modes 
Scenario  LL speed using intersection-to-intersection length 
Scenario  Using both FF and LL speeds by the three travel modes 
Scenario  Using both FF and LL speeds based on intersection-to-intersection length 
Scenario  Adding duration data to the best-performing scenario among Scenarios – Determined based on Scenario – results

Model performances could be significantly different
depending on inputs. Seven scenarios designed to iden-
tify the best collection of inputs are presented in Table 3.
Scenarios 1 and 2 used FF speeds. Scenario 1 was based
on measured distances between detection ranges, while
Scenario 2 was based on the intersection-to-intersection
length. Scenario 2 could be used in situations where mea-
sured distances were unknown or not available. Similarly,
Scenarios 3 and 4 used LL speeds, and Scenarios 5 and
6 used both FF and LL speeds. Scenario 7 was designed
based on the assumption that the travel mode identifi-
cation accuracy is improved by adding duration data,
which is determined as a result of multiple detections.
The duration data at upstream and downstream locations
was included in Scenario 7, while the other input param-
eters depended on the best-performing scenario among
Scenarios 1–6.

To investigate the effect of the number of links on
travel mode identification, data from a single link, two
links, and three links was collected and used in each
scenario. Since KNN, SVM, and GANN were used, a
total of 63 models were developed and tested, including
21 KNN-based models, 21 SVM-based models, and 21
GANN-based models. Note that real-value inputs in the
GANN-based models were scaled between zero and one
for computing convenience.

Model performance and comparisons

Best input selection for KNN, SVM, and GANNmodels

Different combinations of inputs and models would
lead to significantly different travel mode identification
results. Additionally, the best input for the KNN models
may not be the best input for the GANN models. The
misidentification rate and the corresponding standard
errors resulted from the cross-validation technique were
selected to measure the model performance. Figure 7
shows the misidentification rate and its corresponding
standard errors for the 63 models. Overall, the GANN-
basedmodels outperformed KNN-based and SVM-based
models with significant accuracy improvement of travel
mode identification, and the training errors decreased

with an increasing number of links regardless of the
model selection. The best inputs for KNN, SVM, and
GANN models (regardless of number of links) and their
impacts on model performances are listed below:

1. Best inputs for KNN and SVMmodels
a. Given a fixed segment (regardless of the number of

links), the model performance of using either FF
or LL speeds alone was better than using both FF
and LL speeds. Since the misidentification errors
of using FF speed alone were slightly lower than
that using LL speed, Scenario 2 (FF speed using
intersection-to-intersection length) was consid-
ered as the best input for the KNN and SVMmod-
els.

b. Scenario 7 was therefore designed to jointly use
Scenario 2 and the upstream and downstream
durations. Figures 7(a) and (b) shows that the
misidentification errors with different number of
links using Scenario 2 input were lower than that
using Scenario 7 input.

c. Detection ranges by travel mode had significant
impacts on travel mode identification. For exam-
ple, in Figure 7(a), the misidentification errors
using either Scenarios 1 or 3 input ranged from
approximately 30% to 54%; while, the errors using
Scenarios 2 or 4 input were below 20%.

d. One of the summative findings from (1.b) and (1.c)
was that adding more information (i.e. detection
ranges by travel mode and the durations) may not
improve the accuracy of travel mode identification
using either KNN or SVMmodels. Specifically, the
model performances using Scenario 7 were even
worse than those using single speed alone.

2. Best input for GANNmodels
a. Given a fixed segment (regardless of the number

of links), using both FF and LL speeds was better
than using either speed type alone. The GANN-
based models in Scenario 5 and Scenario 6 out-
performed the models in Scenarios 1–4. Consid-
ering the minor performance differences between
Scenario 5 and Scenario 6 and overall model com-
plexity, Scenario 6 was identified as the best input
because the number of input parameters (FF and
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Figure . Peer comparisons.

LL speeds) was less than that in Scenario 5 (FF and
LL speeds by the three travel modes).

b. Scenario 7 was therefore designed to jointly use
Scenario 5 and the duration information. Figure
7(c) shows that the misidentification errors using
Scenario 7 input were 16.21% (single link), 11.11%
(two links), and 9.35% (three links); while, the cor-
responding errors using Scenario 5 were 16.48%,
9.83%, and 6.54%. Overall, the model perfor-
mances of accuracy using Scenario 5 were slightly
better than that using Scenario 7.

c. Detection ranges by travel mode had limited
impacts on travel mode identification in Figure
7(c). For example, the misidentification errors
using Scenarios 1 and 3 inputs were 22.8%
and 22.52 (single link), 12.39% and 13.68 (two
links), and 10.28% and 9.35% (three links).
However, the corresponding errors using Sce-
narios 2 and 4 inputs were 22.53% and 23.63%

(single link), 14.96% and 14.96% (two links), and
11.21% and 8.41 (three links). The correspond-
ing differences of misidentification errors were
approximately±1%.

d. One of the summative findings from (2.b) and
(2.c) was that adding information to the GANN-
based models had fairly limited impacts on travel
mode identification. This conclusion may imply
that the GANN-based models were less sensitive
than KNN-based and SVM-based models.

Model performances with best inputs

The best inputs were identified for the KNN, SVM, and
GANN models in Section 5.1. This section will take a
closer look at the model performance through demon-
strating misidentification errors by travel mode. Figure 8
quantifies the three model performances by showing the
misidentification errors by three travel modes. Several
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Figure . Best scenario performance differences of KNN, SVM, andGANNnote: due to the graphical canvas limitation, themisidentification
errors are rounded with one digit after decimal point.

findings are summarized below: Overall, the GANN-
based model outperformed both the KNN-based and
SVM-based models. For example, in the three links case,
6.12% of autos were misidentified as bikes and 10.53% of
bikes were misidentified as autos using the GANN-based
model, while the corresponding misidentification rates
were 14.29% and 10.53% using the KNN-based model,
and 10.20% and 18.42% using the SVM-based model.
In the single link case, the KNN-based and SVM-based
models could not adequately distinguish the pedestrian
mode from other modes. Intuitively, pedestrians should
be easily distinguishable due to their low speed (approxi-
mately 1.5–3mph). The GANN-basedmodel successfully
identified pedestrians with a 0%misidentification rate. In
addition, the KNN failed to identify pedestrians in many
cases.

Discussion

Similar traffic performancemeasures on short
segments
Due to the impacts of signalized intersections, bike
speeds are very likely to be overlapped with auto speeds,
especially on a short segment, indicating that travel times
by bike and auto (travel time + waiting time at intersec-
tions) on a signalized segment are similar. The inherent
difficulties of travel mode identification may explain this
effect. The speeds of autos, bikes, and pedestrians on
Speedway were approximately 35 mph, 12 mph, and 2.5
mph, respectively. Intuitively, they should be distinguish-
able. However, several factors can significantly affect
speed estimation using Bluetooth-based data:

1) Short segment length: Haghani et al. (2010) showed
that estimated speed errors were approximately 4.5
mph for an arterial link length of 0.5 miles and speed
limit of 30 mph. However, the link length in our study
site was 0.32 miles, indicating that the estimated speed
errors may have been greater than 4.5 mph. These
speed errors could have resulted in speeds of different

travel modes overlapping. However, our study also
proved that the misidentification rates in the three-
link segment were lower than those in the single-link
segment, suggesting that speeds were more accurately
estimated in the three-link segment.

2) Poorly coordinated traffic signals: if two consecutive
traffic signals are not well coordinated, an auto stopped
at the first signal may have to stop again at the second
signal. Low speed travel modes, such as bikes, would
have enough time to catch up to the auto as it waited
at the second signal. In this case, both the travel time
and average speed of the auto and the low speed mode
would be similar.

3) Traffic congestion: since bikes and pedestrians often
travel on bike lanes and sidewalks, they are much less
affected by vehicular traffic congestion. However, auto
speedswould be lower due to the delay caused by traffic
congestion. Therefore, average bike speeds were some-
times faster than auto speeds in our study segment.

Potential applications
Travel mode identification on arterials can assist estima-
tion of mode-specific traffic performance measures (e.g.,
travel time and speed). If a Bluetooth-enabled device is
identified as an auto during a relatively short time period,
the data from this device could be used for further traf-
fic measure estimation. Since Bluetooth-based data has
been alsowidely used to estimate origin-destination (OD)
matrix, the general ODmatrix could be further developed
to be mode-specific OD matrix. Additional modes (e.g.,
truck) could be considered to polish the overall picture
regarding people and vehicle movement.

Conclusion

Bluetooth technology has been popular in transportation
studies. Bluetooth MAC readers are often used to detect
Bluetooth devices and store data. Many previous studies
have utilized Bluetooth-based data to measure traffic
performance. However, travel time on arterials may be
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inaccurate because of mixed travel modes traveling at
different speeds. Therefore, travel mode identification
becomes necessary before further data processing. Our
study proposed a genetic algorithm neural network
(GANN) based model to identify travel modes on the
study segment in Tucson, Arizona. Twenty-one groups of
input candidates were tested. To calibrate and verify these
GANN-based models, Bluetooth-based data with known
travel modes were collected. The Bluetooth-based infras-
tructure on the study segment, which had been developed
and maintained since 2013, facilitated the data collection.

Several important findings from our studies are sum-
marized below:

� Using both First-to-First (FF) and Last-to-Last (LL)
speed as inputs performed better than using FF or LL
speed alone.

� The detection ranges of the travel modes had lit-
tle impact on travel mode identification using the
GANNmodel.

� The travel mode misidentification rate can be
decreased by considering higher numbers of arterial
links.

� Duration datamay not improve the rate of successful
travel mode identification using the GANNmodel.

� The GANN based model outperformed both the
KNNand SVMmodels. Using theKNN, even pedes-
trians were sometimesmisidentified as othermodes.

Correctly identifying the three travel modes success-
fully every time was not possible, although the GANN
basedmodel had lowmisidentification rates. In our study,
6.12% of autos were misidentified as bikes and 10.53% of
bikes were misidentified as autos using three links. The
GANN-based travel mode identification model showed
its potential to detect travel time outliers and further clean
Bluetooth-based data. Future studies will focus on the fol-
lowing areas: first, development of the outlier detection
algorithm based on the GANNmodel. Obtaining the per-
centages of bike and autos in reality could help further
improve the GANN model; second, investigating contri-
bution factors (e.g., intersection type, traffic volume, and
vehicle speed) would help further improve the model.
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